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EVALUATING NONPROFIT FINANCIALS 
 
This document explains how to evaluate a nonprofit’s financial documents, 
specifically their 990 tax form. The process will help you gauge a 
nonprofit’s financial health, accountability, and viability. 
 
There is no simple formula for financial health. If a nonprofit doesn’t meet 
one of the best practices mentioned below, it doesn’t necessarily mean 
they shouldn’t be your partner. But it’s probably something about which 
you’ll want to have a conversation with the nonprofit. Evaluating a 
nonprofit’s financials involves research, but also prayer and discernment. 
 

GETTING STARTED 
 
Before you begin, find someone with Excel proficiency to work through this 
guide. He or she should set aside an hour to review the financial evaluation 
documents. 
 
You’ll need an organization’s financial documents before you can interpret 
them. The main source of information is the nonprofit tax form, an IRS 990. 
To locate a nonprofit’s IRS 990, you can try the following: 
 
• Ask them for it. They are required by law to distribute it to anyone who 

asks. 
• Locate it online: 

 
• Look at the nonprofit’s website to see if they post it. 
• Use Guidestar.org. You’ll need to create a free account. Once 

you’re logged in, search for the nonprofit. Their most current 990 
forms will be available for download about midway down the left 
hand column. 

• Use the Foundation Center’s 990 Finder 
(foundationcenter.org/findfunders/990finder/). Their search 
engine works best if you have the Employee Identification 
Number (EIN) for a nonprofit. EIN is the business equivalent of a 
social security number. To find an EIN, you can look up the 
nonprofit on Charity Navigator (www.charitynavigator.org). Once 
you search for the nonprofit, check both the “Rated 
Organizations” and “Unrated Organizations” tabs. When you 
locate the nonprofit’s name, click on it. The EIN should be the first 
line of information provided by Charity Navigator. 

 
Using the 990, you will examine three components of an organization’s 
finances: health, accountability, and viability. 
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FINANCIAL HEALTH 
 

1. On the corresponding Excel document “Be Rich Partners Financial 
Summary,” please follow instructions below the table within the 
“health” sheet on what information to pull from a nonprofit’s 990 tax 
form to assess a nonprofit’s health. 
 

2. Once information about the nonprofit is filled in on the “health” 
sheet, we recommend paying attention to the following items: 
 
a. General information (columns B and C) helps you see how 

comparable your data is from one nonprofit to the next. If 
nonprofits have a different ending to their fiscal year (column B) 
or if you’re examining information from different tax years 
(column C), your comparisons aren’t exactly equivalent. 
 

b. Revenue and Expenses help you evaluate the nonprofit’s 
income, it’s source, and how they spend their money. 

 
i. (revenue) Net Income: total revenue (column D) and total 
expense (column E) will help you access the nonprofit’s net 
income. In short, total revenue should be more than total 
expenses (column D > column E). If it’s not, it’s worth asking 
about in your next follow-up conversation with the nonprofit. 
 
ii. (revenue) Revenue Streams: revenue streams let you know 
from where a nonprofit’s funding comes. Individuals, 
corporations, and foundations (column F) and government 
(column G) are two of a handful of possible revenue streams. 
Overall, having multiple sources of revenue is usually beneficial 
for a nonprofit. While there are other streams of revenue, 
these are the two to which we ask you to pay attention. 

 
a) Percentage from Individuals, Corporations, or 
Foundations (column F): Ideally, revenue from 
individuals, corporations, and foundations would be the 
larger amount. 
 
b) Percentage from Government (column G): Having too 
much revenue from the government is noteworthy, 
because usually government money comes with a large 
amount of regulations and stipulations (i.e. the 
nonprofit’s programmatic flexibility is limited). Also, 
government money can quickly disappear with changes 
in legislation. 
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c) If a large percentage (over half) of a nonprofit’s 
funding comes from the government, it’s wise to find 
out from the nonprofit more about the particulars of the 
government money (is it all from the same source/grant? 
how stable is that source? etc.) 

 
iii. (revenue) Fundraising Efficiency: Column I tells you how 
successfully a nonprofit spent its fundraising dollars. A good 
rule of thumb for their return on investment (their cost to raise 
each fundraised dollar) is that each dollar raised cost them 15 
cents or less (<$0.15). Overall, the lower the better—or in other 
words, more efficient! 
 
iv. (expenses) Recalculated Program Expense: (column I) for 
the average nonprofit, their program expense is 75+% of their 
total expenses. But, usually nonprofits include salaries of 
employees in their reported “program” expenses. We’d like you 
to look at their program expenses without salaries. This is the 
purpose of column I. Here, our rule of thumb is the higher the 
better. If this number is less than 50% for a nonprofit with over 
10 employees and budget greater than $500K, then the 
amount they spend on programming is concerning. For 
organizations that fall outside this guideline, it’s worth 
inquiring about why salaries take up such a large 
portion of their expenses. 
 
v. (expenses) Salaries: (column J) it’s valuable to know what 
percentage of a nonprofit’s spending goes toward salaries. If 
this number is over 50%, we generally seek to understand why. 
Lower tends to be better for two reasons. One, we want 
programming to be the biggest expense of a nonprofit 
because that’s where clients benefit and because if their 
revenue shrivels, then there’s a good chance the nonprofit will 
need to do some layoffs if salaries are too large a percentage 
of expenses. 

Note: Columns I and J shouldn’t exceed 100%, but they 
probably won’t total 100% either (they don’t factor in 
spending for fundraising or operations [overhead] 
besides salaries). 
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c. Executive Pay (columns K-M) 
 
i. Charity Navigator, the nation’s largest evaluator of 
nonprofits, did a nonprofit executive pay survey in August 
2010. It can be useful when determining if a nonprofit 
executive is on par with his or her peers. Keep in mind, this 
survey includes all sorts of nonprofits (universities, hospitals, 
etc.); usually religious or human services nonprofits are below 
the average compared to other nonprofits in their region. 
Here’s a summary of their results: 

  
 Size 

Small Medium Large 
Region Median 

Salary 
# of 

Charities 
Median 
Salary 

# of 
Charities 

Median 
Salary 

# of 
Charities 

Mid-Atlantic $105,530 157 $172,500 165 $300,0
00 

121 

Midwest $84,215 173 $152,737 173 $255,86
1 

144 

Mountain 
West 

$80,790 50 $120,000 37 $194,37
4 

20 

Northeast $120,000 189 $178,620 246 $351,53
9 

210 

Pacific West $95,939 215 $155,442 207 $267,05
7 

121 

South $91,750 212 $145,701 184 $269,0
57 

129 

Southwest $90,555 98 $139,925 100 $229,0
09 

54 

*Note: Chart copied from Charity Navigator’s 2010 CEO Compensation Study. Size 
is defined by total expenses such that small charities are ones with total expenses 
<$3.5 million, medium charities are those with total expenses between $3.5 and 
$13.5 million, and large charities have total expenses >$13.5 million. 
 

ii. Look at column M (Executive Director Total Compensation) 
and consider the information above and other information you 
know about your community to gauge whether their pay is 
reasonable. 
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ACCOUNTABILITY 
 
1. On the corresponding Excel document “Be Rich Partners Financial 
Summary,” please follow instructions below the table within the 
“accountability” sheet on what information to pull from a nonprofit’s 990 
tax form to assess a nonprofit’s level of transparency and safeguard. 
 
2. Look on the nonprofit’s website to see how readily accessible 
information is (990’s, audits, board and staff listings, etc.). 
 
3. Do a web search for news on the nonprofit to see what praise or 
concerns are available for the organization. Take note of the ratio between 
praise and concerns; obviously more praise than complaint is desired. 
 
 
4. Once information about the nonprofit is filled in on the “accountability” 
tab of the “Be Rich Partners Financial Summary” Excel spreadsheet, we 
recommend paying attention to the following items:  

 
a. # of employees: (column B) The number of employees a nonprofit 
has gives a reference point for the size of the organization. 
 
b. # of board members: (column C) boards can have too few or too 
many members. According to Board Source (a reputable nonprofit 
that helps educate and equip nonprofit boards), the average 
nonprofit board is 16 members with the “sweet spot” being 
somewhere between 15-22 members. Boards of this size tend to be 
more effective. There could be valid reasons for a board to be smaller 
or larger than this. It’s probably worth asking a nonprofit 
that has a board outside this range what drives their board size. 
 
c. Columns D-N: these categories check the nonprofit’s 
accountability and transparency efforts. This is a gauge on if the 
nonprofit is committed to best practices when it comes to 
accountability. Organizations that are accountable and transparent 
are more likely to be trustworthy, to avoid unethical behavior, and to 
act with integrity in their financial dealings. Here, the goal is to have 
as many checked boxes as possible. Smaller organizations might not 
have G, H, or I checked since these characteristics tend to be more 
common for larger nonprofits. Overall, if more than 3 columns lack 
checkmarks, it’s probably noteworthy (i.e. you might need to have a 
conversation with the nonprofit and it should decrease their finances 
score on the Partner Evaluation Rubric). 
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Here’s an explanation of each column’s content:  
 

1. Column D: checks to see if there was any unauthorized conversion or 
use of the organization’s assets (resources of the nonprofit). This 
includes embezzlement, theft, etc. This is a gauge of the nonprofit’s 
financial integrity.  

2. Column E: confirms that the nonprofit takes written notes of it’s 
board meetings and any committee meetings of board members. It’s 
good practice to record what happens at meetings to a) ensure the 
meeting actually happened and b) allows the nonprofit to have an 
official record of what was discussed or decided (note: meeting 
records don’t have to be made public). 

3. Column F: This information discloses if the nonprofit provided a copy 
of it’s tax form (990) to its board members before turning the 
document into the IRS. This action allows the board, which is 
charged with overseeing the organization, to thoroughly review the 
organization’s tax form and financial position. 

4. Column G: A conflict of interest arises when a person in a position of 
authority over the organization (board members, key employees, etc.) 
can personally benefit financially from a decision he or she could 
make on behalf of the organization, including indirect benefits to 
family members or businesses with which the person is closely 
associated. A conflict of interest policy projects the organization and 
its clients when considering a transaction that may benefit the 
private interest of an employee or board member. 

5. Column H: A whistleblower policy protects from retaliation any staff 
or volunteers who come forward with information on violations of 
policies or illegal practices of the organization. The policy provides 
confidential ways for employees to report their concerns. 

6. Column I: A records retention policy establishes guidelines for 
backing up, handling, and destroying the organizations documents 
and records. These guidelines promote data integrity and lay out 
good record keeping procedures. 

7. Column J: The process for determining CEO (or the person who’s the 
top management official for the organization) compensation 
indicates that the nonprofit had an objective and independent 
review process. The process includes benchmarking the salary 
against comparable nonprofits. 

8. Column K: While any staff member, particularly the CEO or Executive 
Director, can be compensated for being a full-time staff member, it is 
rare for a nonprofit to compensate individuals who only serve as a 
board member (they aren’t also a staff member). While not illegal, 
board compensation is not considered a best practice. 

9. Column L: Audited financial statements provide information about 
the financial accountability and accuracy of the nonprofit. By having 
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their financial statements audited, the nonprofit has a neutral party 
examine and verify the reporting on their financial accounts. 

10. Column M: It is important for the auditing accountant to have 
oversight by an audit committee to create a layer between the 
management of the organization, who is responsible for the financial 
information reported, and the accountant, who will be issuing an 
opinion on how accurate the financial information is. This cuts out a 
potential conflict of interest. 

11. Column N: When receiving federal grant money, sometimes a 
nonprofit is required by law to have it’s financial documents audited. 
It is extremely important for a nonprofit to audit its financial 
statements if required because failure to do so breaks a law and 
threatens a funding source. 

 
VIABILITY 
 
Viability information is gathered from the organization’s Balance Sheet, 
which is located as “Part X” on the nonprofit’s form 990. Viability is 
important because it is an indicator of an organization's ability to continue 
its existence. 
 

1. On the corresponding Excel document “Be Rich Partners Financial 
Summary,” please follow instructions below the table in the “viability” 
sheet on what information to pull from a nonprofit’s 990 tax form to 
assess a nonprofit’s viability. 
 

2. Once information about the nonprofit is filled in on the “viability” 
sheet of the “Be Rich Partners Financial Summary” excel 
spreadsheet, we recommend paying attention to the following items: 
 
Note: we don’t describe the content of columns B through J because 
they are essentially there to feed into columns K and L, which are the 
most important numbers on the sheet. 
 
a. liquidity ratio: (column K) examines the ability of the organization 
to meet its financial obligations in the near term. The usual 
benchmark for this liquidity ratio is greater than one, which means 
that the organization has more cash, marketable securities, and 
receivables than it does current debt (also called liabilities). In 
simpler terms, they have more cash or near cash than they do short-
term debt. This is important to make sure the nonprofit can cover all 
its expenses. 
 
b. solvency ratio: (column L) evaluates the organization’s ability to 
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meet its obligations as they come due in the long term. Solvency 
looks at how much debt the organization has in relation to its net 
assets. It examines the reliance of the nonprofit on debt. Solvency is 
important because it ensures the nonprofit isn’t so dependent on 
debt that it limits its decision-making and possibly even threatens its 
viability. Similar to personal finances, its best that decisions don’t 
have to be driven or limited by the amount of debt an entity has. 
Debt restricts an organization’s options for serving its clients. 

 


